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Resolution relative to the Femandeno Tataviam Band of Mission Indians.SUBJECT:

CLA RECOMMENDATION: Adopt the attached revised Resolution to include in the City’s 2019-2020 Federal 
Legislative Program, SUPPORT of legislation and/or administrative action for the Ferdandeno Tataviam Band of 
Mission Indians petition #158, before the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs - Office of 
Acknowledgement that would formalize recognition of the Femandeno Tataviam Band of Mission Indians as an 
aboriginal tribe of the Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.

SUMMARY
On December 11, 2019, a Resolution (O’Farrell-Wesson-Rodriguez-Lee) was introduced in support of the 
Ferdandeno Tataviam Band of Mission Indians (FTBMI) petition #158 seeking that the U.S. Department of 
Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs - Office of Acknowledgement recognizes the FTBMI as an aboriginal tribe of 
the Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.

The Resolution states that the City of Los Angeles rests on land that has been inhabited by indigenous people for 
thousands of years, and currently has the largest number of Native Americans than any urban location in the 
United States. The Resolution also states that the Ferdandeno Tataviam tribal territory encompasses the area from 
the western arm of the San Gabriel mountains north of the Santa Monica Mountains and westward along the crest 
of the Santa Susana Mountains towards the northwest of Lake pyramid and south of Quail Lake off of Highway 
138, with significant portions within the City of Los Angeles.

The San Fernando Mission was established in 1907 and gathered converts from the Indian villages in the 
geographically surrounding area ranging from present day Santa Catalina Island and Malibu in the west, 
Cahuenga and Encino to the south, Tujunga in the east, and as far north as present-day Tejon ranch. The State of 
California has had consistent interaction with the FTBMI, formally known as the San Fernando Mission Indians 
and Femandeno Indians. The Femandeno tribal citizens were listed as eligible to receive benefits pursuant to 
federal laws to settle land claims.

The Resolution notes that the City of Los Angeles acknowledges that the FTBMI community existed and 
continues to exist without interruption to the present day and that they have held general tribal government 
meetings in the Los Angeles County area and trace their lineage to the earliest records of California including land 
settlements signed in the 1840s including the first Indian rolls compiled by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the late 
1920s.

The Resolution further notes that the City of Los Angeles acknowledges that Femandeno Tataviam citizens 
participate consistently in tribal governmental and cultural affairs, and contribute to the State of California and the 
United States. Lastly, the Resolution emphasizes that the City of Los Angeles acknowledges the FTBMI as a 
California Native American tribal government that is an historic and aboriginal tribe of the northern Los Angeles 
County and western Ventura County areas, and recognizes the continued existence of the Femandeno Tataviam 
tribal community within the City.

Therefore, the Resolution recommends that the Council support petition #158 requesting the U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of Acknowledgement to recognize the Femandeno Tataviam Band 
of Mission Indians as an aboriginal tribe of the Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.



BACKGROUND

Office of Acknowledgement - Process
The U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs - Office of Acknowledgement (OFA), issued 
guidelines in 1997 to acknowledge that a govemment-to-govemment relationship exists between the United States 
and tribes which have existed since first contact with non-Indians. Through the process, the U.S. government 
determines whether it should extend such a relationship to a particular petitioner. The acknowledgement 
regulations do not apply to Indian tribes that are now acknowledged. They apply only to those tribes which have 
not yet established such a government-to-govemment relationship. Before 1978, request from Indian groups for 
Federal acknowledgement were determined on an ad hoc basis.

Some tribes were acknowledged by Congressional action. Others were done by various forms of administrative 
decision within the Executive Branch of the Federal Government, or through the courts. Due to increase demand 
for acknowledgement in the late 1970s, the Federal Acknowledgement Project was started in in the Department of 
the Interior and became effective in 1978. After extensive discussion and debate, revised regulations were 
published in 1994.

OFA Notice and Comment Period
In November 2015, OFA gave notice that the FTBMI had filed a petition for Federal acknowledgement as 
American Indian tribes and opened a public comment period. The comment period was initiated November 28, 
2015 and closed March 28, 2016. In accordance with federal law, OFA published “the opportunity for individuals 
and entities to submit comments and evidence supporting or opposing the petitioner’s request for 
acknowledgement within 120 days. During the comment period, the State Department of Parks and Recreation 
and the San Fernando City Council submitted letters/comments in support of the federal recognition sought by the 
FTBMI.

Femandeno Tataviam Band of Mission Indians
FTBMI identifies as an entity that is currently represented by three families, Ortega, Garcia and Ortiz - that 
descends historically from three or four lineages that emerged from the Spanish mission of San Fernando Rey de 
Espana. The Femandeno Tataviam Band of Mission Indians states that their lineages were from “Western 
Gabrielino” villages, specifically Tujubit from the village of Tujunga, Suitcabit from the village of Suitcanga, 
Cabuepet from the village of Cahuenga, and Chaguayabit from the village of Chaguayganga.

Office of Acknowledgement Findings
The OFA used sources including mission registers, legal records, government reports, ethnographer’s field notes 
and studies, land grants, newspapers, and federal census records as part of the review process. The OFA found 
that an entity of Indians evolved at the Mission San Fernando from the historical combination of Indian 
individuals of four ethno-linguistic groups that scholars have name “Tataviam,” “Western Gabrielino,” 
“Ventureno Chumash,” and “Serrano.” Prior to the mission period, individuals of each group had shared villages 
in common as their primary social and political units. San Fernando Mission Franciscan priests recorded over 
130 villages distributed throughout the four ethnic-linguistically distinct, though socially and politically 
interconnected regions. The OFA notes that between 1797 and 1814, hundreds of Indians left these villages and 
relocated to Mission San Fernando, where the Franciscans baptized them with Spanish first names and identified 
them further with Spanish terms such as india/s and indio/s. As the Indians came to into the mission from their 
villages, they intermarried extensively over time, and formed a distinct social entity.

In its preliminary assessment, OFA found that the Femandeno entity continued in the San Fernando Valley area 
from Mexican secularization of the Spanish missions in 1834 up through the 1870s. From 1843 to 1845, the 
Mexican Governor of California, Manuel Micheltorena, awarded five land grants to petitioning Femandeno 
Indians. OFA was able to find documented social interaction among various Femandeno individuals, families and 
their leaders. The OFA is currently in its review of the acknowledgement process of the FTBMI petition. Initial 
findings show that the FTBMI has not met all criteria and more evidence is necessary to receive the requested 
designation. The review process has been extended several times with a final issuance date of March 13, 2020.
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On February 18, 2020, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors approved a Motion (Ridley-Thomas-Hahn) 
in support of petition #158 which seeks federal acknowledgement of the Femandeno Tataviam Band of Mission 
Indians as an indigenous nation.

The original Resolution (O’Farrell-Wesson-Rodriguez-Lee) was revised for technical corrections and to 
incorporate that the City also supports administrative action in securing the desired designation by the FTBMI. 
Approval of the attached Resolution is consistent with the City’s policies to provide more rights and protections 
indigenous communities such as the Femandeno Tataviam Band of Mission Indians.

Felipe Valladolid Chavez 
^Legislative Analyst

SMTtfvc

Resolution (O’Farrell-Wesson-Rodriguez-Lee)Attachment:
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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, 
rules, regulations or policies proposed or pending before a local, state or federal governmental 
body or agency must have first been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the City Council with 
the concurrence of the Mayor; and

WHEREAS, The City of Los Angeles rests on land that has been inhabited by indigenous 
people for thousands of years, and currently has the largest number of Native Americans in any 
urban location in the United States; and

WHEREAS, The Femandeno Tataviam are a prosperous and generous American Indian 
tribe of the southern California area. Centuries before European contact, the Femandeno Tataviam 
maintained their own government, laws, customs, religion, art, a monetary system, and other 
cultural exchange; and

WHEREAS, The San Fernando Mission was established in 1797 and gathered converts 
from Indian villages in the geographically surrounding area ranging from present day Santa 
Catalina Island and Malibu in the west, Cahuenga and Encino in the south, Tujunga in the east, 
and as far north as present-day Tejon ranch; and

WHEREAS, The State of California has had consistent interaction with the Femandeno 
Tataviam Band of Mission Indians, formally known as the San Fernando Mission Indians and 
Femandeno Indians. The Femandeno tribal citizens were listed as eligible to receive benefits 
pursuant to federal laws to settle land claims of the California Indians; and

WHEREAS, The City of Los Angeles acknowledges that the Femandeno Tataviam Band 
of Mission Indians community existed and continues to exist without interruption to the present 
day; and

WHEREAS, The City of Los Angeles acknowledges that the Femandeno Tataviam have 
held general tribal government meetings in the Los Angeles County area and trace their lineage to 
the earliest records of California including land settlements signed in the 19840’s and to the 
inclusion of their citizens of the first Indian rolls complied by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the 
late 1920’s; and

WHEREAS, The City of Los Angeles acknowledges that Femandeno Tataviam citizens 
participate consistently in tribal governmental and cultural affairs and contribute to the State of 
California and United States; and

WHEREAS, The City of Los Angeles acknowledges the Femandeno Tataviam Band of 
Mission Indians as a California Native American tribal government that is a historic aboriginal 
tribe of the northern Los Angeles County and western Ventura County areas, and recognizes the 
continued existence of the Femandeno Tataviam tribal community within the City;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the adoption 
of this Resolution the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2019-2020 Federal Legislative 
Program SUPPORT of legislation and/or administrative action for the Femandeno Tataviam Band 
of Mission Indians petition #158, before the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian 
Affairs - Office of Acknowledgement that would formalize recognition of the Femandeno 
Tataviam Band of Mission Indians as an aboriginal tribe of the Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.


